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J
profession ofI do solemnly swear by whatever I hold most sacred, that I will be loyal i

medicine and just and genfTtTus to its members. )

That I will lead my life and practice my Art in uprigl;

That into whatever home I shall enter it shall be for the^bod of tne sick and the well to

the utmost of my power, and that I will hold myself aloo^om wrong and from corruption

and from the tempting of others to vice.

That I will exercise my Art, solely for the cure of my patients and the prevention of disease

and will give no drugs and perform no operation for a criminal purpose and far less suggest

such thing.

That whatsoever I shall see or hear of the lives of men which is not fitting to be spoken, I

will keep inviolably secret.

These things I do promise and in proportion as I am faithful to this oath, may happiness

and good repute be ever mine, the opposite if I shall be forsworn.





History Of Tulane Medical School

^^ff^ ulane Medical School had its auspicious beginning as the Medical College of Louisiana in

11 September 1834. Three brash young medical men, all less then 26 years of age, initiated the
^F

I

J beginning of medical education in Louisiana. They were Thomas Hunt, who was to become the^^^ first dean of the medical school. Warren Stone and John Harrison. In addition to these three
founders, the faculty of the school consisted of four other local physicians: Augustus Cenas, Charles
Luzenberg. T.R. Ingalls. and E.B. Smith.

Dr. Thomas Hunt Dr. Warren Stone Dr. John Harrison

Establishment of the school was met with considerable opposition from the Creoles, whose ideas

concerning medical education were based on the European system which stressed academics well grounded
in the Latin and Greek classics. The idea of providing medical education without this foundation was utterly

incomprehensible. Furthermore, the Creoles regarded all American universities with disdain and considered

them hardly on a par with the European universities.

When the medical school first opened its doors in January I $35, it became the first medical school in the

Deep South and the fifteenth oldest in the country. The inaugural address was given by Dean Hunt in the

First Presbyterian Church. In addition to this church, various other borrowed quarters were used for

lectures. A lecture room in the State House and wards in Charity Hospital also served as classrooms. These
temporary facilities were the only ones available for use during the next several years, while the faculty

attempted to secure the necessary funds for construction of a permanent structure to house the fledgling

school.
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In 1 836. the governor of the state attempted to help the medical faculty obtain funding for the erection of

a school building. A measure appropriating $60,000 for this purpose was proposed and passed by the

senate, but it was defeated by the house. It was not until 1843 that any definitive action was taken. On
March 22 of that year, a law was passed permitting the medical faculty to erect a building on a lot belonging

to the state, on Common Street between Baronne and Dryades Streets. There were two conditions attached

to the law: first, the faculty should donate their services to Charity Hospital without pay for ten years, and
second, that one student from each parish would be admitted annually to the medical school for the next

ten years. The senator and representatives from each parish were to name each candidate. The state also

reserved the right to reclaim all properties at the end of the ten year period.

The fact that this new bill gave the faculty of the school professional privileges at Charity Hospital created

an uproar among the town's medical practitioners. The opposition was based on the belief that the medical

school would be given a monopoly over medicine and surgery at Charity. When it was made clear that this

was not the case, the medical community joined together, resulting not only in the best medical care the city

had ever seen, but also providing the school with a clinical teaching hospital that was gradually evolving

into one of the top such facilities in the country.

Charity Hospital is credited with being the first institution of its kind in the country, having been
established in January 1736. almost 100 years prior to the founding of the Medical College of Louisiana.

The hospital initially opened with a total of five beds and served not only as a hospital, but also as an asylum
for the indigent of the city. The original hsopital was located on a sight that is now known as the French

Quarter and has since occupied four other buildings, including the present facility which was opened in

1 939. Throughout the early 1 800's. the hospital expanded, until, by the mid 1 850's. Charity was one of the

largest hospitals in the world. It had the capability of housing 1 ,000 patients, although some patients were
sleeping on pallets on the floor or sleeping two to a bed. At the present time the number of beds is given as

1 .640. However, the lack of nursing personnel has forced the closure of several wards, resulting in an actual

number somewhat below this figure.

Meanwhile, having obtained legislative approval for professional privileges at Charity Hospital, the

faculty immediately set about drawing up the plans for a building to house the medical school. This building

was estimated to cost $6,000 and was not completed until the end of 1843. In 1845. a Constitutional

Convention specified that the Medical College of Louisiana was to become the Medical Department of The
University of Louisiana. Two years later additional funds were appropriated to erect buildings for the new
university. The original building was returned to the state to be used by the newly established law

department. A much larger building was erected adjacent to the original medical building for use by the

medical department.

At the time of its founding, the number of medical students consisted of a grand total of eleven. From
1 834 to 1 859. the number of students grew from I I to 276. Just prior to the Civil War in 1 86 1 . the number
of students increased dramatically to 404 because of political and sectional hostility which induced
Southern students to abandon Northern colleges. When the war broke out. most students joined the war
effort in such numbers that, by 1 862. only 94 students were enrolled. Federal occupation of New Orleans

forced the closure of the medical school later that year.
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In the fall of 1865. the school reopened its doors with 185 students enrolled. However, because of the

devastation wrought by the Civil War and the subsequent Reconstruction, the medical school faced its most

trying times. The school struggled financially for its very existence until 1 884. when a wealthy New Orleans

merchant by the name of Paul Tulane bequeathed $1,250,000 for the establishment of a university. The

state legislature then placed all the departments of the University of Louisiana under the newly named

Tulane University of Louisiana. This donation enabled Tulane to once again assume front rank among
American medical schools.

By the early 1 890's. rapid growth of the medical school had established the need for new facilities. In

1893. a new building, the Richardson Memorial Building, was built on Canal Street to house the medical

school. Although this building was heralded as one of the best equipped medical buildings of its day. by

1907, further expansion was needed. At this time Alexander Hutchinson bequeathed a large sum in memory

of his wife Josephine. This fund was used to construct a new Richardson Building on what was to become

the Uptown Campus. This building would now house all pre-clinical departments. Facilities of the old

Richardson Building were enlarged for clinical teaching purposes and the building was renamed the

Josephine Hutchinson Memorial.

Meanwhile, the school was continuously attempting to raise its standards. When the medical school was

initially founded, the school year had lasted only four months, and only two full courses of lectures were

required for graduation. Since only one set of courses existed, the students were expected to take the same

lectures twice. Admission to lectures was gained with a "ticket" purchased at a price of $20. This was the

sole means by which the professors were paid. Additional fees included a matriculation fee of $5, and a

diploma fee of $30. Incidental expenses included the purchase of two arms for dissection at 25 cents each,

and two legs at 15 cents each. At this time the only requirement for admission was the ability to finance

one's education.

Josephine Hutchinson Memorial Building 1893-1930

Gradually, the annual sessions were lengthened from the original four months to four and one-half

months in 1 879. then to six months in 1 893. In later years, the length of these sessions was further extended

until it evolved into what it is today. It was also in 1 893 that an educational qualification for admission was

first required of all students. The minimum qualification for admission was a second grade teacher's

certificate of a superintendent of education. Also, to further strengthen educational standards, attendence

of three instead of two annual sessions was required. In 1 899. this was lengthened to four obligatory

sessions.

By the early I900's. it became apparent that a high degree of disparity existed between different medical

schools. In 1 908, Abraham Flexner was selected by the Carnegie Foundation to undertake an analysis of the

state of medical education. He made a study of 1 55 American and Canadian Medical Schools, beginning at

Tulane in the winter of 1908. Flexner published his report in 1910, describing shocking and deplorable

conditions in many medical schools. This opened the eyes of the public and the medical community such

that the Flexner Report was. in effect, an obituary for a great many medical colleges. Within a few years,

almost half of the colleges had disappeared, mostly due to the adverse publicity.

Although Flexner found medical education at Tulane far from ideal, he ranked Tulane among the top

three medical schools of the South. Tulane's high ranking was based on new and excellent laboratory

facilities, the teaching faculty, the clinical availability of Charity Hospital, and the post-graduate instruction

provided by the New Orleans Polyclinic.



Tulane University School of Medicine Class of 1910

In 1913. Tulane reorganized the medical department to include the school of pharmacy, the school of

dentistry, the school of medicine and the graduate school of medicine. Today only the latter two schools

remain as part of the present school of medicine. In 1 958. the division of hygiene and tropical medicine was
established, which has since evolved into the school of public health and tropical medicine.

The Josephine Memorial Building on Canal Street continued to house the clinical facilities of the medical

school for nearly forty years. However, by the late i920's, the building had become crowded and obsolete.

Funds were provided for a new medical unit to be built contiguous with Charity Hospital in what is now the

present location of the medical school. When the building opened in December 1930. it was acclaimed as

the best medical training unit it the South.

The preclinical departments, unfortunately, were still located on the Uptown Campus. Nonetheless, it was
acknowledged that to provide the most enriching medical environment possible, all four years of medical

education needed to be consolidated on one campus. It was not. however, until October of 1955 that a ten

story addition to the Hutchinson Memorial Building enabled the second year departments to be moved
downtown. This left only the first year departments on the Uptown Campus. In 1 963. further additions to the

downtown facility were built to house the first year departments, finally allowing the medical school to

reunify its entire four classes in one building for the first time since the early I900's.

lulanr Medical School Today



Tulane Medical Center - Opened 1976

In 1969, the Tulane Medical Center was established, an organizational structure which broadened

Tulane's commitments to medical education, research and patient care. The Tulane Medical Center Hospital

and Clinic, the first such university hospital in Louisiana, was dedicated in October 1976. This 300-bed

hospital enabled Tulane to consolidate a wide range of patient services in a tertiary care environment. In the

few short years since its opening, it has become a major referral center for the region.

Since its founding 1 52 years ago as The Medical College of Louisiana. Tulane has undergone many
changes, and not just in name. Several buildings have come and gone. While many different students and

faculty members have occupied these buildings, so have federal troops during the Civil War. Throughout

the years, however. Tulane has always strived to improve its standards of medical education such that it is

now ranked among the top medical schools in the country, and perhaps the world. Though Tulane originally

catered to students mainly from the South, it now attracts graduates from all parts of the United States. From

its meager beginnings in 1834 with I I students. The Tulane University School of Medicine has gone on to

confer a total of 12,581 medical degrees including those conferred on the graduates of the Class of 1986.

Tulane Medical School Class of 1986

Special thanks to Donna Park and Mickey Puente (Class

of 1984) for their research work into the history of Tulane.



Its All Greek To Me

The staff of Aesculapius (Latin spelling) is pictured as a wooden staff with a single serpent
twining around it. Aesculepius (Creek spelling) was the Greek god of medicine, and was the

son of Apollo and the nymph Coronis. According to legend Coronis was killed for being
unfaithful, but Aesculapius was saved and raised by Chiron, the centaur, who taught Aescula-
pius the ways of the healing arts. Aesculapius married Eipone and had several children

including two daughters. Hygiea and Panaceia. and two sons. Machaon and Podaleirios. the

two sons being noted by Homer in the Iliad as physicians during the Trojan War. The remedies
practiced by Aesculapius varied from benign advise such as fasting to reduce fever, to more
violent therapies of bleeding, abstinence, and "friction". Many temples were built for Aescu-
lapius, the more famous ones being Cos. Cnidus, and Epidaurus, and it was common for

stricken individuals to actually sleep at the temples whereby the gods would visit them at

night and their dreams would be interpreted in the morning for clues toward the cure of their

ailment. One legend describes Aesculapius' death as a result of a thunderbolt hurled by Zeus
who was jealous of the healing skills possessed by Aesculapius as they threatened to make
men immortal and therefore equals to the gods. The tradition of Aesculapius was brought to

Rome around 293 B.C. in hopes that it would bring good luck and healing against a plague
that was at that time assalting the city.

The image of Aesculapius was always with a walking staff in hand, around which twined a

single serpent. The snake has historically represented wisdom, learning and fertility. It's

association with the healing arts may well come from it's long life, keen eyesight, and annual
renewal of skin. The staff and snake symbol eventually came to stand on it's own to represent

the pure, ethical, and non-commercial ideals of medicine. It is currently the symbol for the

Royal Medical Corps of Great Britain, the American Medical Association, and the Royal

Canadian Medical Corps.

The caduceus consists of a long, straight staff, topped by a pair of wings, and
around which two serpents are entwined. It's development into a symbol for

medicine is somewhat more obscure.

A look to Greek mythology reveals that the staff is associated with Hermes, the

wing-fooled messenger of the gods (Roman: Mercury), who carried the staff as a

symbol of peace. As legend goes the staff was originally given to Hermes by

Apollo as a reward for allowing Apollo to invent the lyre. The staff had the power
to unite all things divided by hate: when Hermes traveled to Arcadia he came upon
two serpents locked in combat at which lime he placed the staff between them and
observed the cessation of their fighting and a friendly entwining of both snakes

around the staff. The word caduceus roughly translates to "herald's wand " in

Greek. The wand was carried by heralds and town cryers. and served as both a

symbol of public office and as an emblem of peaceful and neutral gatherings. It

was first used as a medical symbol in the 16th century by Johann Froeben. a

publisher of medical books, who used to print the caduceus on his title pages.

Then a physician to Henry VIII began to use the emblem on his crest. In 1856 the

caduceus was associated with the "Hospital Stewards of the U.S. Army". In 1871

the U.S. Public Health Service began to use the symbol, and it was finally adopted
by the U.S. Army Medical Corps in 1910. One possible reason for the development
of the caduceus to represent medicine over the staff of Aesculapius is thai ll is a

more balanced and aesthetically pleasing symbol.
— David R. Ouincy
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Eamon Kelly. PhD
President of Tulane University

John J. Walsh. M.D.

Chancellor of Tulane Medical School

^
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James T. Hamlin III. M.D.
Dean of Tulane Medical School

David E. Smith. M.D.

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs



Admissions

Secretaries: Gayle Sayas. Kathy Mutter. Roselyn Marshall. Ann
Vincent.

1

Wallace K. Tomlinson. M.D.
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs

MEDREP

MEPRfP Sl.Wf from Row led lo RiRhl l.uir.i Rivot.i lv|!i.i

Atviiroilo. Jiulino P.ukor B.uk Row. loft lo Ri|;hl Kiilti Post.
I.iiir.i M.utuv Yol.iml.i Cli.ii»»on. louise E. Rachal. Missings

r.imel.i Luman.
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W. Clifford Newman. Jr.. Ph.D.

Associate Dean and Director of Admissions

Student Affairs

Secretaries: Carol Gaudel. Dionne Weber. Elaine Mmahat.
Melinda Smiley.

A Cherrir (pp» Ph D
Assistant nr,in lor Sludrnl Services
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Anatomy
'FH'nfvriFf

ft
1

Left to right: Standing: C. Knox. J. Mascorro. M. Anderson. G. Kirby. J. Jeter. I. Chen, Sitting E. Peebles. R. Yates. L.

Walker. MR. Vaupel. Absent: J. Weber. P. Moore. M. Miller. R. Reick.

Biochemistry

Left to right: Standing: W. Baricos. S. Li, M. Stanfield, R. Steele. Sitting: W. Cohen. Y. Li. J. Muldrey, R. Stjcrnholm, E,

Hamori. Absent: M. Ehrlich,
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Microbiology

Left to right: J. Domer, E. Johnson. M. Johnson. G. Domingue. A.A. Gottleib. W. Pierce. P. Maycux. K. Anderson. C.

Cohen. Absent: J. Clements. R. Garry. L. Henderson. L. Levy

Parasitology

From Row: left to Right. E. Malck. T. Orihel. B. Chne. D. Little. R Yaeger. $. Kalz. J Eolinger
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Pathology

Left to right: Standing: D.E. Smith, N. Wang. H. Johnson, P. Daroca. N. Schor. G. Leonard, N. Dhurandhar, Sitting: C.

Green, M. Blitzer, W. Sternberg, J.C. Harkin, T. Koerner. P. Walker, E. Shapira. Absent: B. Bhss, C. Dunlap, B. Farris,

S. Covington, I. Overby, W. Watzinger.

II U

Pharmacology
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Left to right: First row: P. Kadowitz, A. Hyman, A. Segaloff. J. Fisher, P. Guth. F. Domer. Second Row: W. George, K,

Agrawal, L. Ignarro, D. McNamara, J. Lertora, V. Krishnamurty, M.K. Carter. Third Row; M. Spirtes. C. Norris, M.

Belagu, C. Gruetter. D. Gruetter. B. Beckman, E. Spannhake. Absent; A Rege.



Physiology

Left to right: Standing J. Lymangrover. R. Lowe. L. Feigen. N. Kreisman. Sitting: M. Evanich. N.R. PiLuzio. L. Wade
Absent: WC. Newman. ). Pisano. M Walters. E. Dudek
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Ob/Gyn Radiology

Left to right: Sitting: ML. Pernoll. P. Moore. C. Weinberg. Standing: M.

Biswas. B.C. Mabie. M. Moorehead. H.W.K. Balson. Absent: A.

Clemetson. S. Degafu. A G O Quinn. J. Witty. L Thorneycroft. D.

Barnard. J. Weed. D. Lehmann

Left to right: Standing: C. Simon, R.. Campeau. J. Smith. J. Keating. F.

Puyau. A. Frost. Sitting: K. Adams. C. Nice. J. Slangle. W.. Plauche

Pediatrics

Left to right: First Row: N. Halsey. W. Gill D. Africk. J. Lewy. S. Sharma. H. Woody. N. Woody. Second Row: F. Boineau.

R. Bahga. G. Rabalais. G. Bisset. J. Kanga. M. DeVoe. R. Hopkins. S. Osofsky. Third Row: N. Henly. C. Butts. R. Kumar. G.

Mercado. HE. Stevenson. R. Hawk. K. Perrin. C. Trujullo. J. Frentz. Fourth Row: P. Ivy. R. Russel. M. Zutter. S. Solis. V.

Jameson. E. Quinones. L. Mason. S. Hirschfeld. K. Bui. C. Craft. Fifth Row: B. Maddern. P. Davis. R. Beckerman. H.

Ginsberg. P. Zenker. B. Bromberg. A. Johnson. S. Sarodi. M. Blitzer. Absent: D. Burgess. I. Cohen. H. Doucet. K. Knight.

K. Ohene Frempong. M. Smith. N. Waring, W. Waring. W. Pinsky, F. Puyau

Neurology Psychiatry

Left to right: A. Epstein. V. Purvin. M. Wilensky. S. Trufant. J.B. Green.

D. Dunn. L. Weisberg. M. Wall Absent: G Kader. P. Sarala. A. Stazio

26

Left to right: First Row: J.B. Green. T. Bennett. D. Gallant. J. Daruna. C.

Legg. M. Block. S. Willard. R. Mercille. S. Danahy. Second Row: D.

Mielke. G. Daul. J. Fetzer. D. Franklin. H. Miles. L. Robinson. P. Griffin.

D. Winstead. J Gay



Surgery

Left to right: First row: N McSwain, M Lilwin. R. Nichols. W.R Webb. E Kremetz. R Ryan. C. Sutherland. P Moulder Second Row:
Ashercarey. Gansar. W. Hagan. Lirtzman. Henry. W. Browder. J. Muchmore. J. Kelly. Third Row: Vitenas. Cole. Mastoukas. Hardin.

Vercimak. Jones. Chaney. S. Theodorakis. Fourth Row: Healy. Sparrow. Indeck. Bralton. Tibbs. Floyd. Day, Dale. Absent; M. AdinolH. R.

Brunswick. D. Carter. P. Hendel. J. Hussey. J. Jones. M. Kerstein. P. Moynihan. R. O'Connell. D. Rush.

Medicine

IMMUNOIOGY First Row J Salvaggio. Nordburg. J Morgan. N J Doll.

Second Row R deShazo. R Rozrikz. B Butcher Absent P Roulware. C
Daul. S Porbes. M lopez. N Waring

CARDIOIOOY: First Row: A. Ouiroz. J Phillips R Maulner. Second

Row I Levy. R Koepke Absent S Ahmad. Burch, R Dillenkotfrr I

Giles. F A Puyau. F MiM.ihon C Ihorpe Ray. G Sander W Smith



NEPHROLOGY: Scaled: S.V. Shah. J. WaMin. W. ONcil. Standing: G.

Bailey. E. Carvajal. Absent: S. Bergman. K. Krane.

^ i
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n f
GASTROENTEROLOGY: Seated: K. Akdamar. Standing: N. Agrawal. T.

Ertan. Absent: T. Godiwala.
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HEMATOLOGY: Front Row: G. Bcltra. A. Hendricks. Back Row: W.F. DERMATOLOGY: W Galen. L. Millikan. L Gately. Absent: J. Storer. D.

Stuckey. L. Thomas. W.A. Andes. Bunta.

ENDROCRINOLOGY: Seated: K. Rives. A Kastin. Standing: W Banks. A. RHEUMATOLOGY: Left to right: N.J Doll. O. Gum. R. deShazo Absent:

Comaru-Schally. P. Prosser. C. Bowers. Absent: A. Schally. A. Ruiz. M. D. Boulware. S. Derbes.

Lueg. J. Frentz.
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PULMONARY; Left to right: D. Hendrick. R. Jones. H. Weill. D.

Ellithorpe. D. Banks. E. Sayegh. H.W. Barkman. Absent: C. Ramirez

Not Pictured:

GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE: W. LaCorte. C. Cefalu. E.

Chapital. F. Chirino. C. Haddad. J.T. Hamlin III. G. Karcioglu. R.

Larimer. D. Penwick. S. Threefoot. J.J. Walsh.

INFECTIOUS DISEASE: N. Hyslop. W. Mogabgab. B. Hanna. P.

Pate

Matas Medical Library

LIBRARY STAFF Left to right: WD Postell. Jr . P Copeland. M.
Covington. C Ros. M Rennie. C Goldstein. A Holiday. A Elliott. K.

Berlel. M Moore. S Tadlock. R Simms Jacob, k Puglia. A. Wills

Rudolph M.il.i> M P 1860 I9S7
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The Friends We've Made
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Doctors?

Well

Maybe
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Fishing Trip
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We Came

I

We Learned
We Partled









A Diverse Class



TULANE UNIVERSITY

MEDICAL SCHOOL

FRESHMEN CLASS

1982 - 1983
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Tulane Medical School Formaldehyde High

She was admitted in the summer of her 22nd year

She had never dissected before

And they say that she got crazy once

She tried to bring him back to life

With her shiny new AMSA discount knife

It's the Tulane Medical School formaldehyde high

I've seen it raining corpses in the sky

Sitting around the lab benches and everybody's high

It's a formalin high . . Tulane Med School

56





This Gland is Your Gland

This gland is your gland, this gland is my gland

From the submandibular to the Langerhans islets

From parotid forests to seromucous waters

This gland was made for you and me

As I was reading my Leeson and Leeson

I finally realized there is no reason

For them to issue this endless tissue

This gland was made for you and me

As I was sitting there and taking the practical

I saw a structure that looked artifactuat

I said what is this, I wrote down isthmus

This gland was made for you and me

And then came glass slide. I got my ass fried

We got a thyroid with lots of colloid

I called it breast at rest and so I flunked the test

This gland was made for you and me

So now it's summer, it's such a bummer
Howship's lacunae are getting to me
If I had any sense I'd go to law school

This gland was made for you and me

(Repeat 1st verse, substitute "this gland was made by Dr. V.")
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Omohyoid

O! mohyoid where the blood comes rushing down the veins

Where cadavers' cheeks, they sure do reek

When you're up there working on the brain

O! mohyoid every night my lab partner and I

Sit around and cut. and just do scut

While our friends are out there getting high
We know we belong in the lab

For we work on the people on the slab

And when we say YUK!
you took his head away
We're only saying

You're hard to find. Omohyoid. Omohyoid
O-M-0-H-Y-O-l-D. Omohyoid

k
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But chieflye the anatomye
Ye oughte to understande:
If ye will cure well anye thinge.

That ye doe take in hande.
John Halle (1529-1566)
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Disease is of antiquity and
nothing about it changes. It is we
who change as we learn to rec-

ognize what was formerly imper-

ceptible.

Jean Martin Charcot

Kodachromes
They give us those* faded colors

They give us the green fibrocartilage

Makes you think all the world's a bunch of cells

Oh yeah

I got a Nikon microscope

I love to look at micrographs

So Vaupel don I take my kodachromes away

Vaupel don't take my kodachromes.

Vaupel don't take my kodachromes

c
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The Clinical Years
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Joseph N. Abraham William W. Adams Mark D. Anderson

William E. Anspach, III

Class Scholar

Christopher R. Babycos Anita M. Backus Anthony J. Badame
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Uoyd E. Bailey Patricia E. Bailey Joette G. Barbas

Michael J. Baron

Scott M. Barton

Chit intertJiner 7i



Donald W. Benefield Alois J. Binder. Ill

Class Preppie

Alfred M. Slam

J
I
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Christopher P. Bunce

J. Auxford Burks Tracey A. Capaldi Jessica Borne-Cheramie

Robert J. Cherry

MotI Inltntt
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Carol Chu

Least Attended Classes

I

Michael D. Cohen Harvey P. Cole. Ill Maria B. Cortinas

Michael J. Curran Richard C. Cutchin Brian J. Daley
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Michael J. Davis

MofI Attended Cljssei

Lance B. Davlin James E. Downing
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Migel E. Elie Michael L. Ettner William B. Eubank

Susan W. Fan

ffiEpr
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Alan R. Faulkner

78
Class Songwriter



Edward D. Field

Jeffrey S. Fine

Class ConversalionalisI

Darragh J. Flynn

r\
a

Michael S. Godin Mary S. Ooswilz Kenneth F. Guarnieri
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Donald 6. Guinee, Jr. Jose A. Guitian Dayle A. Haskins

Rochelle L. Head
Class Politician

Linwood J. Henry

I

Nancy Quintero-Hunter
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Jeffrey S. Isenberg Raymond K. Jarman Jeffrey Joe

Class Savciir t^ire

Christine A. Johnston-Granfield

Patrick A. Juneau. Ill Patricia F. Keegan

/
Marilyn F. Kraus
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Molly F. Laird

#1 Class Gunner

Ross M. Langley, II Lance A. Larsen Mary L. Laville
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Christopher F. Lawrence Sharon P. Lawrence Elton J. Lormand

Ernesto Luciano-Perez Tess M. Lusher Kelvin P. McDaniel

Christopher M. Makris

Clot Hulk



James C. Mills, III

Cutest Couple

84



Richard G. Mitchell Terrell H. Mixon Myra L. Mosley

Mr Hallucinogenic jnj Mr. Injppropnale

Jerry Noll David E. Nonweiler
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Best Dancer

Meike L Oei
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John T. Owings Kendrick H. Owings Willet W. Pang
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Patricia T. Peairs Carolyn J. Pearce Paul M. Pelletier

Carol A. Pertowski

CUtt ''Mr. Nice Guy"
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W. Stephen Phillips Jeanna M. Piper Theodore J. Puis

Beit Hypervenlilalion before Staff Rounds

Susan F. Puyau

David R. Quincy Thomas J. Rhodeman, Jr.
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Paul C. Riggle

Class Organizer

Jill R. Roberson M. Parker Roberts. Ill Cesar M. Roca

Neil E. Ross
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Linda E. Schack

Meredith L Schmieg

Most Likely to become Dean of Tulane Medical School

Kenneth C. Schoendorf Barbara Schumann Bopp
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Robert Slew

MosI Likely lo slay in New Orleans

Thomas C. Skalley Michele L. Riopelle
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Sharon L. Smith Bryan V. Sonntag Marc J. Starer

Jeanne W. Steinberg Adrienne E. Stewart Lisa Dyer Stuart

Edward H. Tan

^.
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Most Likely lo Appear on the Cover of Field and Stream
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Judith A. Tilden Robert J. Tomlinson, Jr. Mark R. Tucker

m
Andrew E. Turk

Moft likely to begin wearing j he.ir cIjw Around hit neck.
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Christopher E. Walsh

Most likely to Practice Plastic Surgery in Beverly Hills

Sahbrennah L. Walters William T. Walton Mark C. Webb
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Shelby L. Wilhourn

^
Geoffrey G. White Brooks A. Whitney

K ^ ^

Virginia B. Winburn Russell H.K. Wong

Most likely lo Succeed
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a) J. Rojas b) E. Raney c) P. Keegan d) J.M. Davis e) J. Fine A. Burks g) G. While h) N. Hunter i) M. Ellner j) S. Wallers
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a) k. McDaniel b) D. Nonweilcr c) J. Rob<r*on d) R. Sloanr r) I Skallry I Sluarl g) C. Lawrcncr h) F. Noll i) G. Gianoli |) I. luihcr k) D. Mdamdl
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a) A. Backus b) J. Tunis c) T. Puis d) S. Wilbourn c) L. Davlin f) S. Lawrence g) T. Capaldi h) M. Laville i) R. Siew j) M. Riopelle k) S. Norton
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This Is Grown Up?

Tastes great . . . Less filling

Charity Vocabulary Quiz
Ah Chu

Matching:

1. Pacifies a. tachycardia

2. Adrian Flutter b. varicose veins

3. Teknus c. phlebitis

4. Smilin' Mighty Jesus d. fibroids of the uterus

5. Attack Acordia e. suppositories

6. Subscriptions f. atrial flutter

7. Bleeding from the

Pajamas g- clots

8. Vomicking h. jaundice

9. Clogs i. Rx

10. Fleabiles
i

cirrhosis of the liver

II. Very Close Veins k. syphilis

12. Yellow Blood 1. diabetis

13. High Blood m. sickle cell anemia

14. Low Blood n. spinal meningitis

15. Sugar Blood o. low BP

16. Cadillacs of the Eyes P high BP

17. De Roaches of De Liver q vomiting

18. Two Buffalos in the Lung r. tetanus

19. Deposits s. tuberculosis

20. Fireballs of the Eucharist t. cateracts of the eyes

21. Sick as Hell Anemia u. bleeding from the

vagina



Anthony, prepare to dir
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submitted by S. Norton

Happiness on a rotation is directly proportional to the level

on which you park your car.

Neurologists are poor imitators of Sherlock Holmes; they

often solve the crime but rarely bring the criminal to justice.

In New Orleans, there are no traffic laws, just traffic sugges-

tions.

During staff rounds, expect your patient to present with le-

sions incompatible with the ones already described to the staff.

If you don't cover your tail, someone else will have a good

time kicking it.

The mere threat of surgery, even without an incision, is often

therapeutic.

Thought apnea is the condition in which one cannot think

and breathe simultaneously.

There is no shame in being lost in Metairie or Gretna.
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The Surgeon's Lament

Modified lyrics by

B. Cherry 6 L. Shack

Oh Lord, il's hard lo be humble
When you're perfect in every way
I can'l wait to go in the OR.
Cause I get better and better each day

To know me is to love me
I must be one hell of a man
Oh Lord, it's hard to be humble
But I'm doing the best that I can

My head is so filled with knowledge
There's not one thing that I do not know
I might ask a student what he thinks

And then I tell him where to go

You'd think that I could mellow out some
But then it just wouldn't be me
I'm not happy unless I'm discussing

Some unheard of bizarre malady

Chorus

I go to the hospital each Saturday

If I feel like it I'll wear a tie

I make rounds with the residents

And tell them their patients will die

If brilliant suggestions aren't followed

Coming forth from my cranial vault

I've been here so long and I've never been wrong
Not one screw up was ever my fault

Chorus

Some people say I'm too macho
A surgeon alone tough and proud

Hell I could have friends if I wanted but

Then I wouldn't stand out from the crowd

They say I'm a bit egotistical

Well I don't even know what that means
But I think it has something to do with the number
Of beepers I wear on my jeans

Chorus

Some people talk of a statue

And others have mentioned a church

In my honor they'll build, sculpt, and chisel

And place it where no one need search

They'll coat every structure with teflon

To block stickage of small bird debris

I might be a little self centered

But I won't have anyone poop on me

Chorus

I drive around in a Mercedes
And I also got a Porsche and a Z

I keep the windows rolled down
So everybody can look in and see

The top of this beautiful body
Attached lo these marvelous hands
There's only one part of me that's more impressive

And that's my testosterone glands

Chorus

I'm not especially holy

But I try to attend church each week
So all those little people

At my greatness can gel just one peek

Now at church I serve one other function

And I do it just lo be nice

I stay one hour after the service

So God can ask me for advice

Oh. Lord it's hard to be humble
When you're perfect in every way
I can't wait to go in the OR.
Just to see who I'm cutting today

To know me is to adore me
I must be one hell of a man
Oh Lord it's hard to be humble
But I'm doin' the best that I can.

'IH R^^H P,
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At least I look the part
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Faculty Sponsors

M.D. Kerstein, M.D.

Dr. Rune L Stjernholm

Ronald Lee Nichols, M.D.

John E. Lewy, M.D.

Donald M. Gallant, M.D.

William W. Waring, M.D.

Nell Rape Waring, M.D.

The Clinical Research Center

Armando E. Ruiz. M.D.

Special Thanks

To Bill Hopkins and Jostens Publishing for their expertise and
guidance.

To all parents for their overwhelming support and contributions.

To our classmates who submitted their photos and creativity.

To all those who advertised with us; may your efforts be fruitful.

To our faculty and administration, without whom we would all still

be freshmen ....
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PERSONALS
Congratulations. Sharon!

Mr. 3 Mrs. Don Lawrence.

You've made us very proud. David

Quincy. May all your dreams come

true. Congratulations! Mom 3 Dad

Anita M. Backus M.D.

Sounds Wonderful!

Love. Mother and Dad

Congratulations Jessica!

Dad. Mom. sisters and brother.

Shelby, we are proud of you!

Love. Dad. Mom and sisters.

Congratulations. Hairy!

DNA, Jai. Alabam. Dad S Ma.

Dr. 3 Mrs. J. A. Rojas proudly

congratulate Joseph on his

becoming an M.D.

Congratulations. Joe!

From- Mike. Tom. Lisa.

Carol 3 John Rojas.

To Joseph Rojas. M.D.

Congratulations! "Mrs. Bee".

My pride is only exceeded by

my love for the new Dr. in my
life Joe Rojas. Love, your wife.

Welcome back to the West, Dr.

Joe Rojas because we know
you're the Best! Love.

The McCaffery Clan.

Aunt Judy. Uncle Ed. Ellen.

Jenny. Sue. Jason congratulate

our new Doctor-Joe Rojas. M.D.

Hurrah Rita 3 Geoff! Mom. etc.

To Jerry Da King. What # next?

Love Dad. Mom. John 3 Sharon.

Congratulations. Robert! Siews.

MLE M.D. So Proud! Love, Mom.

We are so proud of you. Lance.

Mr. 3 Mrs. A.B. Larsen and Karen.

Success and happiness Dr.

Patricia Keegan. Love Mom 3 Dad.

We love our Dr. Auggie.

Mom and Chris.

A grand achievement. Scott.

Congratulations from your family

Jack. Kala 3 Ronda Norton.

Congratulations Jeff Fine on
becoming an M.D. Love Mom,
Dad. Ken and Caryn.

Congratulations Dan,

Mom, Dad and Joe.

Greetings from Queslover!

Congratulations Baby Tracey.

We love you. Mom, Dad,

Lori, Julie, Baba and Jeda.

Mr. 3 Mrs. Frank Guarnieri

proudly congratulate Kenneth
on his becoming an M.D.

Congratulations Kenneth!

Mr. 3 Mrs. Frank Civito.

Congratulations Kenneth!

love. Bethene 3 Lisa.

Congratulations Ted. Dave and
Auxford from Mom and Dad Puis.

A dream fulfilled Kelvin

McDaniel. Congratulations and
love. Your parents 3 brothers.

For Lance Burroughs Davlin.

We are so proud of you - Love,

Mummy, Daddy, Alesha 3 Joshua.

"Go get 'em Dr. "Poosie",

Ma 6 Pa Laville

"What we obtain too cheaply

we esteem too lightly
"

Congratulations Chris, we knew
you could do it. Love. Mom, Dad,

Wynne, John, Louis, Tish 3 lack.

To Dr. Marc J. Staren

Nice going. Son! - The Family.

YOU DID IT! CONTRATULATIONS!
LISA LOUISE DYER STUART, M.D.
Love, Mother. Dad and Jan

Pat Bailey-with love

"The best is yet to be" .

.

But. first, there's internship.

Mother, Dad, Thora, Steve, Cindy.

Congrats Bryan Sonntag on
your great achievements. Love,

Mom. Dad and Family.

Your perseverence and tenacity

have served as stepping stones

to your lofty achievements,

Lynnette Braud! Congrats, we love

you. Mother. Dad 3 Family.

We are very proud of you Michele!

Love. Mom. Dad, sister 3 brothers.

Congratulations Jerry Noll!

Love, from all your Family.
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Congratulations Class Of 1986

We have examining room furniture on display featuring

Midmark & United Metal Fabricators, Burdick EKG S Welch
Allyn Diagnostic Sets.

Medical
Surgical
Supplies

Home
Office
Hospital

STANDARD SURGICAL SUPPLY

3008 LIME STREET
METAIRIE, LA. 70006 OFFICE 504-455-0755



Dl^
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING SERVICES INC.

3625 HOUMA BOUL£VAR0 METAJRIE. LOUISIANA 70006-<»90 TELEPHONE 5W/988-7921

A comprehensive diagnostic facility conveniently located to hospitals

and physicians' offices in Metairie and Kenner.

Services include:

• X-rays

• CAT Scans
• Breast Clinic

• Ultrasound

• Amniocentesis

Myelograms

Angiograms

Nuclear Imaging

Electrocardiograms (EKG)
Laboratory

OFFICE HOURS: 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday -Friday

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Saturday

RADIOLOGISTS AND DIRECTORS

DOCTORS SIMS, SOLL, VOTH and ASSOCIATES

LAMBERT'S
ORTHOTICS & PROSTHETICS

AKTIFICI4L LIMBS AND BRACES - WHEELCHAIRS - SUPPORTS
CRUTCHES - SHOES - HOSPITAL BEDS

Six 0//U4I to Strv4 Void and Yoiir Patunli

NEW ORLEANS
5427 MiiuuK Slrtcl 70115 - Tckphont («4) 897-62M

METAIRIE
JMI Houma Boulrvtrd. Sunt B-1 - Ttlcphone (504) 455-9768

501 Mctutit KoaJ 70005 - Tcltptionc (504) 8JJ-5O80

BATON ROUGE
2M Wibuh A>enuc 708O6 - Telephone (504) >t4-l5)3

5555 Enen l.mc 70«O9 - Telephone (504) 76»-25«l

LAFAVETTE
1440 South College Dn»e 70501 - Telephone I J18) 2)5-«l44

I AMBERT'S ORTHOTICS - PROSTHETICS - PATIENT AIDS

(NMB 1,11.111)
TOEFL-MSKP
FMGEMS-FLEX
NCLEX-RN-CQFNS
NDBNPB-I-NCB-I
• Teacfiing tests accompanied ti\

compmnensivB Ieac^lng tapes to

be used at any of our tape centers

• Extensive home stucJy notes on all

areas ot basic saence

• Maleruls constantty updated

0«r 45 years of

experience and

success in the

Mdottest
prepantion

ifi >• «rt SUM strwt"

3839 Ulloa Street

New Orleans. Louisiana 70119

(504) 486-7273

Hn intomutnn About Otrvf Oniers

Outsdr ^ SUIT Cil TOIL FRf(

800-223-1782
Permaneni Oniers m Mct Tnjn i :^ Miior U S.

Cities. Puerto Rico and fomnto Caruda
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Congratulations

To The School Of Medicine

Class Of 1986

From The Staff And Administration

Tulane University Hospital

Tulane University Medical Group

1415 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans. LA 70112

TULANE"^
UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL
A n'piiUition lor nu'dicine..

A n-putat i< )n U )r pt'< tpie.



Congratulations

Class Of 1986

From

THE TULANE MEDICAL
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SERVING THE STUDENT
THE ALUMNUS
THE MEDICAL CENTER

THROUGH STUDENT SUMMER JOB PROGRAM
ALUMNI NEWS PUBLICATIONS
ANNUAL STUDENT PARTY
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES
CLASS REUNIONS
NATION-WIDE ALUMNI FUNCTIONS
STUDENT RECOGNITION AWARDS
SENIOR "MATCH " PARTY
ALUMNI LOCATING SERVICE



CONGRATULATIONS
to the Graduates of the Class of 1986

from

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

Children's Hospital is growing with you. You've just begun a new chapter

in your life. So have we. Our year and a half long, $10.6 million expansion

project is a reality. Like you, Children's is facing a promising future.

With new and expanded facilities, we're prepared to meet the ever increasing

and highly technical advances o{ modern health care.

We hope you'll give us the opportunity to grow with you. We invite you

to work with us and see for yourself why Children's Hospital is #1 ivith

pediatricians*

We wish you the best for a promising future.

I r II

oo
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

200 Henrv Clay Avenue
New Orleans, Lciuisiana 70118

899-9511

*bascd on a \'~>S^ inJcpondcnr rcscnah stud
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How do we know pdticnts like Southern

Baptist Hospital? They tell us And, they tell their

physicians.

In their expressions ot t;r<ititude, p<itients

choose certain words re[)eatedl\— concerned

professional, caring, helplul. ellicient, skilltui,

compassionate They describe not onK the

nursing staff but also admitting, dietars.

housekeeping, security, rehabilitation medic ine,

pastoral rare, social servic e - <ind <ill tlie other

departments that keep Haptist operating

smoothK
Among patients suprised to discover a hospital

stay can be pleasant was the man who wrote,

"Considering my complete distaste for ph\si( al

disability or continement. m\ stay .it H.iplist was

an evpcTienc e tor pic.is.mt ffmembranc e I he

protessional and courteous attention rendered

me by the entire staff, from entrance to exit, was
no less than red carpet' treatment My familx and

I are most appreciative

The total dedication to excellence that keeps

patients satisfied also pleases ph\sicians They

appreciate the same efficient, courteous

response from staff. They recognize the

importance of Baptist's many specialty units

Ihev praise Napoleon Surgical Center and the

Human Performance Center The\ know Project

JOOO will provide the tinest facilities and

cciuipment

II \ou'd like to know more about the

Southern B.iptisl Hospital red carpet treatment.

callK'»'l-<Hll, ext 1207 Vour patients v\ ill be glad

sou did

Southern Baptist Hospital
27(M) Napoleon Avenue* New OtU.ins louisi.in.i ~U\ ISa 899-9.111



Congratulations And Best Wishes

To The

Tulane University

School Of Medicine

Class Of

1986

From Your Colleagues And
Friends At The

Ochsner Medical Institutions

Health Care like no other in the world



American Medical Association

Louisiana State Medical Society

Orleans Parish Medical Society

A medical degree is

the first step in

becoming a doctor...

Association with your
new peers is the
second step.

Call Gary Kuhlmann
for information - 523-2474

Tulane Medical Center

Hospital Auxiliary

Congratulates The

CLASS OF 1986

The Tulane
University

Alumni
Association

Congratulates

The Class Of

1986



Drs. Treuting, Simpson & Associates

Practicing As

THE
PATHOLOGY LABORATORY

A Professional Medical Corporation

Metairie:

4640 l-IO Service Road
Metairie, LA. 70001

Ph: (504) 889-2307

Wats: (800) 452-7669

Baton Rouge:

8126 One Calais Place

Suite 2B
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Ph: (504) 766-4489

Shreveport:

803 Jordan Street

Room 201

Shreveport, LA 7II0I

Ph: (318) 221-5060

Congratulations Class Of I9S6



Exposed?

Three reasons why most Louisiana physicians select Louisiana

Medical Mutual Insurance Company (LAMMICO) to be their

professional liability insurer.

One.

All of LAMMICO's functions are controlled by physicians,

which makes the Company especially responsive to the particular

needs of its policyholders.

Two.

LAMMICO is wholly owned by its physician policyholders, so

that any investment income and cost savings which accrue are used

to reduce premiums.

Three.

LAMMICO's financial profile is a sound one due to the Com-
pany's steadfast commitment to prudent business management.

Entering private practice for the first time?

A substantial premium discount may apply.

Louisiana Medical Mutual Insurance C ompany
• 433 Metairie Road, Suite 600 •

• Metairie, Louisiana 70005 •

• (504)831-3756 • 1-800-452-2120 •



The Department Of Medicine

Congratulates

The Class Of 'S6

MAJORS
SCIENTIFIC
BOOKS, INC

3909 Bienville

New Orleans, LA. 70119

Phone: 486-5956

Medical & Nursing Books

Serving New Orleans

Since 1909

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE

CLASS OF 1986

FROM THE

TULANE
MEDICAL
SCHOOL

BOOKSTORE





From U. T. lo T. U J
- From mystery woman lo comrade J
From Hawthorne Hall lo St. Charles Ave. T
From Jl y. o. to JJ y o. (?) f

I feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet so many
wonderful people during the last four years. I hope that we (the
yearbook staff) have been able to reflect why the Tulane class of 1986
is so special.

I hate good-byes hut in closing will, as usual, offer my "words of
wisdom '

- You can do anything you want if you just don't quit.

Best of luck always' I'll miss you.

Mary Ooswitz (1/149)
P. S Thank you mom. dad. Dr. Newman, and Dr. Huete for your
support - without it my participation would not have been possible!

As Advertising Editor. I would like to thank all the

generous companies and businesses who have adver-

tised with us, and give very special thanks to parents and
faculty sponsors, as without them this yearbook would
not be possible. I would also like to thank my husband
Bob (and Sammy, my dog!), for without them Nancy
Hunter M.D. would not have been possible. I love you!

Smiles

We came wearing smiles over feelings of excitement

and fear

We learned with an expression of seriousness, a

determination to succeed

We shared wearing smiles of joy as friendships

developed

We cried over our setbacks and fruslrationsi

because we put so much into our work and
lives, no smile could be mustered at these

times

We rejoiced our victories with laughter and
togetherness - a smile taken to its fullest

We cared for our patients with compassion and a

look of hope

We grew^ from it all we changed and developed toward

the fulfillment of a dream
We part with smiles of nostalgia, which in my case

cover tears of sadness as I bid farewell lo

those with whom I've shared so much
Please, my friends, go forth on your paths unmasked.

letting your own beauty shine through. and
see the whole world smile back at you

— David

Nancy

"I know not all that may be coming, but be it what it

will, I will go to it laughing. " (Melville)

Thanks to my parents for being the best, and thanks to

the class of '86 for being my friends.

— Ellen

To the Class of 1986.

It has been a good four years. Together we have been introduced to

the science and the art of medicine. We have also grown lo know each

other better The tribulations of Gross, the stress and joy of our clinical

rotations, and the pleasure of our free time together have given us a

sense of unity. Four years is a long lime: yet now it seems so short as

we are about to leave medical school and establish ourselves as

interns. The purpose of the TWave '86 is to capture the moments thai

we have spent together in school as a class and in our leisure as a

family. If this book helps you remember how you matured and laughed

during your time here, then this book is a success.

In our small parts as layout editors, we have learned that putting out

a yearbook is not easy. It requires a great deal of hard work and

patience Everyone on the yearbook staff. DO.. Nancy. Ellen. Mary,

and Ted were simply awesome. We commend them for all the time and

effort they so freely gave We also commend the class for their help

with pictures and creative ideas. Together the class and the yearbook

staff have created a good product.

Well, we would like to close by wishing everyone the best as we all

scatter to where the future takes us. We would like to thank the entire

class for the privilege of working with you in school, being with you at

home, sharing with you in our limes of good and bad. and learning

from you as we always did —

Anthony and Auxford

Years from now we will all be looking back at this small book packed

with memories of special times in our lives. Few experiences can bring

people close like a freshman year of medical school. What rare memo-
ries germinated in the last four years. I'll remember best: crawfish boils,

Mardi Cras. Ftalloween costumes and Hawthorne Hall, levee sunsets.

Worlds Fairs, canoeing, camping, and Cadaver Ball, Cajun dancing,

gulf fishing. Charity Wards, but best of all. Kale.

I hope these pages wilt not only record events in pictures, but also

conjure many personal memories we each possess. Only during my
senior rotations away do I begin to appreciate the richness of our

Tulane experience. I have met people from all over the country and the

world. I see the varied learning opportunities we had only at Tulane

and the quality of the people in our class. A few of those who collected

these memories for this book and spent the long weekends and nights

putting them together will never really be thanked enough for their

grand effort. Most are mentioned on the front page of this book. I

thank you here for the dedication and energy pul into these pages.

Thanks also to Tulane for allowing use of the yearbook room, to our

advertisers, and to those departments and individuals who bought

yearbooks because of their interest in our class. As we now look

forward lo residencies I will share two of my favorite thoughts: "The

purpose of life is to serve, lo show compassion and a willingness to

help " (Schweitzer), and when things get lough think "Vini Vidi Vici"

(Julius Caesar).

Ted
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You Know You*re At Home
In New Orleans When . . .

(1) You no longer wony about being below sea level.

(2) You consider reinforcing the attic floor so you can store more beads up

there

(3) You not only can say Tchoupitoulas. but you can say it without laughing.

(4) You begin to believe that purple, green, and gold look good together and

will even eat things those colors.

(5) You think of streetcars and ferries as transportation, not entertainment.

(6) You know who won the most recent LSUTulane game

(7) You go to Pat O'Brien's and don't order a hurricane.

(8) You are embarrassed to be seen with someone ordering a hurricane.

(9) You stop saying "king of" Rex.

(10) You know exactly what you are going to eat next Monday And the Mon-

day after that. And after that

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

You are no longer shocked when someone advises you to "suck the heads

and eat the tails."

You're not afraid when someone wants to "'axe" you.

You know where Monkey Hill Is and. what's more, you know how It got

there

You watch Nash Roberts give a weather report without being distracted by
his delivery

You are no longer alarmed to find baby dolls In your cake

You learn to swallow the baby dolls without letting anyone know

You consider It an honor, on certain occasions, to have cabbages or

coconuts thrown at you

You lose 20 pounds just so you can fit Into cheap seats at the Saenger and
the Superdome.

You gel nostalgic thinking about the Canal Street Malson Blanche and
Tulane Stadium

You stop thinking about what probably lives in those canals

You no longer look for a canal on Canal Street

You have at least three friends you visit or correspond with regularly whom
you met while standing In the poster line al Jau Fest

Your entire freezer is filled with Ponchaloula strawberries

You don"l think a banquette Is either a bench in a restaurant or an Itty bitty

bank

You give your tire chains, snow shovel, and windshield scraper to your

cousin visiting from Duluth

(26) You describe items of a certain hue as being "K & B purple."

(27) You give up trying to find little rocks in your back yard to put in the bottom

of your plant pots.

(28) You forget what rocks look like

(29) You can walk far enough down Bourbon Street to reach a favorite

restaurant and have absolutely no curiosity about what might be going on
one block further down.

(30) You drink Dixie instead of singing it.

(31) You remember to take empty sacks to parades

(32) You no longer giggle at the idea of a grown man being named "Dutch" or

"Moon" or "Bubba."

(33) You know that the hotter it gets, the more snowballs youll see on the

streets.

(34) You no longer expect the long, hot summer to be only three months long.

Or four months. Or five months Or six.

(35) You get on a bus marked "Cemeteries" without a second thought.

(36) You have discovered that those fourlnchlong cockroaches can fly, but

have decided to retain your sanity anyway

(37) You pass the policeman on the corner while sipping from a "go cup"

without expecting to be arrested

(38) You do not think about spinach when you see the word "Popeye's."

(39) You do not expect beaches to be sandy

(40) You know what a Malaysian sun bear's tongue looks like

(41) Your favorite football team wins four games in one year and you are ex-

hilarated by the great season.

(42) You really do have faith in Bum

(43) You pronounce Milan with the accent on the first syllable

(44) You know the coffee Is going to have chicory In it. but you order It anyway.

(45) You stop referring to places in relation lo compass points and start referring

to them In relation to water

(46) You would rather see a second line than get lo ihe bottom line.

(47) You know Ihe best "doughnuts" are square and have no holes

(48) You may not know much about yellow )ournallsm, but you .ire very familiar

with green newspapers

(49) You think "lagniappe" Is the prettiest word In any language

(50) You know that living anywhere else In the world would bt vcrv sad

-JF.AN TFRRELL

Ne* Orleans June OX?
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Well guys, this is it

The End
Good Luck in the future

and remember
We love you!

The Yearbook U-Wavc staph

Nancy, Turf and the Aux





The U-WAVE would like to thank our sponsors, whose generous contributions helped make the

U-WAVE possible:

U-WAVE SPONSORS
Med Rep
Department of Physiology

Morris D. Kerstein, M.D.
Wallace K. Tomlinson, M.D.
Department of Pediatrics

Department of Medicine

Ronald L. Nichols, M.D.
Watts Webb, M.D.

Also, we would like to thank the following people for providing the many wonderful pictures

included in 'the U WAVE:

Ginger Winburn Joette Barbas
Bill Walton Nancy Hunter

Anita Backus Ann Melvin
Marc Anderson Scott Norton
Tess Lusher Anthony Badame

David Nonweiler

Special thanks to W.utl Kiuyht cuul Cel Struppa fur tielpmy out at graduation. And, to the class,

thanks for the good times and tlif memories . . .




